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Air Canada to rehire 16,500 workers laid off due to pandemic
Some 16,500 Air Canada employees who were laid off because of the

coronavirus pandemic will be rehired under a government relief package for

businesses, the airline said Wednesday. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau

announced during his daily news conference that the program would now be

open to companies that suffered a drop of more than 15 percent in their

revenues in March, against 30 percent previously. Air Canada furloughed nearly

half of its Canada-based workforce of 36,000 on March 30 after seeing business

abruptly dry up by more than 90 percent as country after country imposed travel

restrictions and people stopped flying.

Eight killed after medical evacuation plane crashes in Manila's 
Ninoy Aquino International Airport

A medical evacuation plane exploded during take-off in the Philippine capital on

Sunday (Mar 29), killing all eight passengers and crew, including an American

and a Canadian, officials said. The Lionair plane, owned by a Philippines-

registered charter service Lionair, had been bound for Haneda, Japan, but burst

into flames at the end of the runway around 8.00pm, Manila's main airport, the

Ninoy Aquino International Airport (NAIA), said.

ISIS Prisoners Released Because … Corona?
The Syrian Defense Forces (SDF) released more than 90 ISIS prisoners from

four different prisons, saying the measure was taken as a precaution to prevent

the spread of coronavirus. However, they reported no cases of the disease as

yet in the prisons, making the release questionable. The SDF announced that

the prisoners (who were all from Syria) were only released after the SDF

received a “guarantee” from the elders of the clans in the area that the

released ISIS prisoners would pose no threat. However, some of the released

prisoners have reportedly returned to their villages, a worrisome development

for local residents. Already three months ago, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey

Lavrov accused the SDF of releasing ISIS prisoners for money.

White Supremacists Planning to Weaponize Coronavirus
White supremacists discussed plans to weaponize coronavirus, targeting law

enforcement officers, “nonwhite” people and Jews. Federal investigators monitoring

their communications on the messaging app Telegram in February picked up their

communications with each other. An intelligence brief, marked for official use only but

obtained by ABC News, stated that the white supremacists “suggested targeting law

enforcement and minority communities, with some mention of public places in

general.”A number of strategies were discussed, from spending time in public

with their enemies, leaving saliva on door handles at local FBI offices, spitting on

elevator buttons and spreading coronavirus germs in nonwhite neighborhoods. .

https://orient-news.net/ar/news_show/178482/0/%D8%A8%D8%B3%D8%A8%D8%A8-%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7-%D9%85%D9%8A%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%B4%D9%8A%D8%A7-%D9%82%D8%B3%D8%AF-%D8%AA%D9%81%D8%B1%D8%AC-%D8%B9%D9%86-%D8%B9%D9%86%D8%B5%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%8B-%D9%85%D9%86-%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B9%D8%B4
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90% fewer passengers fly than last year because of coronavirus, TSA 
says
Transportation Security Administration airport checkpoint numbers show

the number of airline passengers fell below 200,000 Friday and Saturday

as a result of the coronavirus. Only 184,027 people passed through TSA

checkpoints Saturday, and 199,644 Friday. On the same two days last

year, 2.1 million and 2.5 million people respectively passed through TSA

checkpoints. Fewer than 2 million passengers a day have flown since

March 9, and 1 million a day since March 17. That figure has stayed below

500,000 since March 22. Airlines have sharply curtailed their schedules as

coronavirus has swept the globe. Domestic carriers have cut their flights by

70% to 90%.

Singapore Aviation Academy Course – 24 to 28 August 2020
This course provides you with the knowledge and

skills in aviation security auditing techniques to

effectively conduct compliance audits and manage

quality control programmes. It aims to enhance the

awareness of aviation security managers and

supervisors on auditing procedures and techniques

in line with the requirements of ICAO Annex

17(Security) and ICAO Document 8973 (Security

Manual). Check out https://saa.caas.gov.sg/

Tulsa International Airport becomes parking lot for unused aircraft 
downed by coronavirus impact
A grim snapshot of COVID-19’s stranglehold on global air travel is on

display at Tulsa International Airport. A total of 54 American Airlines jets are

parked at the airport, most notably on the facility’s closed crosswind runway

(8/26), American Airlines spokeswoman Linda Brock said. With unused

planes also planted on taxiways and ramp spaces, runways 18L/36R and

18R/36L remain open, said Andrew Pierini, the airport’s director of air

service and marketing.

More emergency FEMA flights arrive in US with coronavirus
supplies
The federal airlift of emergency medical supplies continued Thursday with at

least two all-cargo planes making deliveries. An all-cargo plane full of

disposable medical gloves touched down in the morning at Chicago’s O’Hare

International Airport, said Todd Crabtree, the Chicago-area general manager at

STG Logistics. Atlas Air operated the flight. Indianapolis-based InTek Freight &

Logistics has subcontracted with STG to recover the cargo from the airport and

create outbound loads for shipment to medical facilities. The gloves are being sent to Texas,

Massachusetts, Ohio and Illinois, according to Crabtree. STG, headquartered in Chicago, worked the cargo

that came off freighters in New York and Chicago earlier this week. The airlift is being coordinated by the

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), which is helping the Department of Health and Human

Services.
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